
鬫趵暚䄄Operation hours: 10:00 - 23:00
鰱砎 Location: 3F

䎖呯翄㛣 Reservation: 0898 - 8828 5688



突垂艇菸!
SUNRISE                                          

RMB 1300
150鰓㾮 / Minutes  

突穑灄倉!
SUNSET                                           

RMB 1350
150鰓㾮 / Minutes  

语蕨韪繁痉輟
SPA PACKAGES 

溶窝拔晓懊挨又没枨溟佮饿閾蛋滔26&卧当罰ν拔晓旧窝鹅荡佮<宝饿舁縷囡ν

Prices are in RMB and subject to 15% service charge. Prices are subject to change without prior notice.

豕踵烐聴愗㢾鍎㛄㚧䯖酽潎荁㪑荁彾艊悜絔鄩諦䯤醠馣虤蔆悜絔夎錫詛䅵瞗枩艊㓕㠮䯖璹猀鬫門
鐍鐱䯖㫜誤慍揦桹錫鲋碬牆鐍鐉敡椡嶗峈侟牆撾䯖桭謚䯖颲䒮䉳㯵悜絔㚯崯艊鐍鐱桖鎢妘㪇鍖哱
桹賂燯、

栾钺猗帷!.!戀荡深送!.!眦碸瀨樸杀芤

For spa enthusiasts, this combination of treatments is designed to complement each 
other. Green tea body scrub to exfoliate, nourish and hydrate the skin, a sport massage 
to invigorate and relax, and an aromatherapy facial to help you discover the secret to 
looking younger and more radiant. 

Green Tea Body Scrub - Sport Massage - Aromatherapy Facial

圷啹靕磢嶗詁㿫頥鐍鐱艊崯桖䈑朤謚艊鄫靪嘜悜䯖懲羮桹悇矈嗚敱艊顲駞鉢雝醿㓦崯朤謚艊書脙
巃䯖畝㪑飨悋妕㦳宆艊䒮鵸慍揦㚯崯詁镮艊鐍鐱桖踵賂嫷礣鳏䯖鮪雲㠻艊䞘厸赗雲艊䉳㯵悜絔跤䯖
呝銊艊酁棴崯艊斾倧聴蠿、

黼铘褒焓!Ⅸ!碸裥深送!.!蟯溃屣叠瀨樸杀芤

Worship nature's radiance and pamper your golden tan with an after sun therapy 
that imbibes your body with the tingling moisture of aloe gel. After cooling down, 
unwind your body with the calming aromatherapy massage that shows off your bronze 
afterglow. Finally, the luxury caviar facial brings radiance to your sun-kissed face. 

Aloe Gel Wrap - Aromatherapy Massage - Luxury Caviar Facial



沾惮掣岳!
ENERGIZING                                          

形悯桶惘
DREAM                                           

RMB 1400
180鰓㾮 / Minutes

RMB 1200
150鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

RMB 1000
120鰓㾮 / Minutes

RMB 860
90鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

逃檄餞旁!
RELAXING                                           

涪標祀礁!
HARMONY                                          

RMB 1100
120鰓㾮 / Minutes

RMB 880
90鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

RMB 980
120鰓㾮 / Minutes

RMB 820
90鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

溶窝拔晓懊挨又没枨溟佮饿閾蛋滔26&卧当罰ν拔晓旧窝鹅荡佮<宝饿舁縷囡ν

Prices are in RMB and subject to 15% service charge. Prices are subject to change without prior notice.

溶窝拔晓懊挨又没枨溟佮饿閾蛋滔26&卧当罰ν拔晓旧窝鹅荡佮<宝饿舁縷囡ν

Prices are in RMB and subject to 15% service charge. Prices are subject to change without prior notice.

䒮鵸㦳鉢虤蔆悜絔踵崯艊鐍鐱㐫詛瞗枩㓕㠮䯖扟飨擄瓕牆撾艊慍揦䯖㚯崯艊芕鐱嶗鐍鐉燍駱镾㳝䯖
魑崯㳛驔羠噯撾䯖鄌贙酽昦、

餞褒猗帷 .餞褒深送

Aromatic body polish is used to exfoliate and remove dull surface skin while an 
invigorating sports massage works on pumping oxygenated blood around the muscles 
and skin to leave you feeling refreshed and revitalized.

Body Scrub - Body Massage

瑧鲋燚蹺艊詁熴悜絔䯖㳕羮™酛馾駳䯖飨斞僨䒮馾颣颲艊鎢硰駳藥㪇㪇悋㓩崯艊㦳鉢䯖敡椡踎媑鐍鐉䯖
扟飨獿嗃艊㫜誤慍揦悋幙崯艊宆瞝䯖桭謚艊䞘厸赗雲䉳㯵悜絔㚯崯鮪椥踵敡椡艊笶尓醣㫧駱獿羙櫇雯、

铌铳苄深送 .蟯溃屣叠瀨樸杀芤

Borrowing the ancient therapies of Thailand, this is a traditional take on the healing 
properties of age-old herbal remedies. An aromatic mix of herbs filled up in a heated 
pouch glides across your body to relax your tired muscles, followed by a lymphatic, 
deep massage to comfort your mind and your spirit. Finally, the luxury of a caviar facial 
leaves you feeling extremely relaxed and prepared for a deep sleep.

Herbal Ball Massage - Luxury Caviar Facial

酽漛呝銊牐翜艊慍揦悜絔鉢䖢、飨珕硰赗熌慍揦枦㦳䯖㪑躐飨㢹㯵儂啑慍揦䯖妕ゎ㦳宆䯖㚯崯椡
穨蜶媌、

治偻屣砸深送 .關末深送

A beautifully flowing body treatment! Start off with a hot oil massage to warm your 
body, followed by a foot massage focusing on the reflex points of the feet to create a 
peaceful equilibrium of body and mind, leaving you completely relaxed.

Hot Oil Massage - Foot Massage

㫥曧彿髦桭糴漜㫚艊敡椡鄩諦䎋茩、㬕羮䗮閔㠮艊鄌僕赗熌䯖㱚壽熱玜猀倇傉艊䒮鵸敱楇䯖懲㦳
宆驔嬱妕ゎ璹門䯖澒駱靧乵、

碸裥深送 .眦碸瀨樸杀芤

Our most popular and relaxing combination treatment using the highest grade 
essential oils especially blended with you in mind – a tonic to balance your physical, 
mental and emotional wellbeing with subtle and delicate aromas.

Aromatherapy Massage - Aromatherapy Facial



只艇腔奇
CLEANSING

植鳞踯镀!
DE-STRESS                                           

RMB 880
90鰓㾮 / Minutes

RMB 680
60鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

RMB 860
90鰓㾮 / Minutes  

溶窝拔晓懊挨又没枨溟佮饿閾蛋滔26&卧当罰ν拔晓旧窝鹅荡佮<宝饿舁縷囡ν

Prices are in RMB and subject to 15% service charge. Prices are subject to change without prior notice.

溶窝拔晓懊挨又没枨溟佮饿閾蛋滔26&卧当罰ν拔晓旧窝鹅荡佮<宝饿舁縷囡ν

Prices are in RMB and subject to 15% service charge. Prices are subject to change without prior notice.

鞐醿玜昦艊悜絔䯖鄫隝珕猀倀玜燳鐍鐱 、酁諦枦㦳艊犦燊旂鉢悜絔嶗獿嗃䉳㯵玜燳悜絔䯖㚯鐍鐱
縛巃玜穨鞐㬎、竑時㾗唻硰夃粶乵唻芕嗃夃棾艊嬁閼䯖㚯崯瑪磢敡椡䯖赗蜶碬僨、

照蚤褒焓 .植鳞只喳瀨樸杀芤

A uniquely soothing and cleansing treatment that warms and cleans the skin, this 
treatment combines a warming mud body treatment and deep-cleansing facial to 
clean and deliver comfort to the skin. Ideal for combating the effects of the tropical 
environment, leaving you feeling totally relaxed and refreshed.

Mud Wrap - Deep Cleansing Facial

珕硰艊镾㳝蓴慍揦镾醿㓦醔踎艊鑨㯵鐍鐉䯖㚯㦳鉢㳛驔妕ゎ䯥扟飨㢹姌儂啑嶼慍揦䯖販悜肵俠艊
儕㢹䯖峈侟牆撾。鞐㬎、

偻圜朊樸深送 .關末深送

Relieve back tension with a hot stone massage working on deep seated tension and 
restoring balance to vital energy points, followed by a reflex foot massage to treat tired 
feet, leaving you to feel re-energised and relaxed.

Hot Stone Back Massage - Foot Massage



餞褒深送
NBTTBHF!UIFSBQZ

治偻屣砸深送!
HOT OIL MASSAGE                       

啔珕硰艊颲䒮赗熌韓燫瑪㦳䯖㱚諦俋夿姪。醿嶗艊慍揦䯖㚯㦳鉢嬱勢獿姪艊敡椡、㫥潎慍揦釣㫧
㦳鉢镾㳝艊牐誤䯖亱媰㦳鉢艊鞐㬎巃䯖豕踵峈侟廬炚嶗亱媰镾㳝鍖㛄㚧、

Warm aromatherapy oils are poured onto the body and massaged into the skin 
using long, sweeping movements for deep relaxation. This massage stimulates the 
energy around the body creating a sense of wellness. This sophisticated, soothing and 
indulgent treatment is designed to revitalize and re-energize.

铌铳苄深送!!!!
HERBAL BALL MASSAGE               

RMB 880
90鰓㾮 / Minutes

RMB 720
60鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

RMB 860
90鰓㾮 / minute

RMB 700
60鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

㫥潎™酛艊燚媀馾駳絑悜絔䯖竑時㬎諦肵俠㫓姪嶗紙撾蠘鏅艊㦳鉢、悜絔飨鎢硰馾駳絑硰旂瑪㦳
婩蕓䯖桹敱夎錫鐍鐉敡椡䯖㪑躐飨赗熌慍揦䯖魑㦳宆敡椡晹瀷䯖嶆嶯㬦燚、

Tension drifts away in the course of this traditional Thai therapy, which begins with the 
application of a warm poultice containing a variety of therapeutic Thai herbs and 
spices, followed by a full body massage using herbal oils that penetrate the skin to work 
their natural wonders.

碸裥深送
AROMATHERAPY MASSAGE                

㫥潎慍揦㳕羮斺韌嶗慇紙慍揦艊恖墣䯖㚯俍磢赗熌艊箏竑聴敱玸駱鐍鐱䯖㚯崯巃㓌敡椡嶗鞐㬎、

This treatment uses a combination of stroke and acupressure techniques to soothe with 
a gentle massage, allowing the healing properties of these natural oils to penetrate into 
the skin, leaving you relaxed with a sense of well-being.

偻圜深送!
HOT STONE MASSAGE 

RMB 1080
120鰓㾮 / Minutes

RMB 980
90鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

RMB 800
90鰓㾮 / Minutes

RMB 680
60鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

澑潎倹雲慍揦擄鰓㳕羮瞐嘪蓴艊獿嗃硰聴慘羮䯖酁諦鄌僕艊䒮赗熌嶗珕猀艊硰㳝䯖玸㬛踎媑艊鐍
鐉䯖夃棾椡媌、啔詁鍈艊硰蓴鉝鲋鐍鉢斶跣踽㒄艊镾㳝跤宆䯖醿㓦紙撾䯖懲赗蜶憈慘䯖呝瑪敡椡、

Harnessing the deep heat therapy generated from smooth, volcanic stones, this 
luxurious massage combines pure essential oils and penetrates warmth to release 
stored tension inside muscular tissues. Placing these ancient stones on key energy 
centers balances the spirit and nurtures you to complete and total relaxation.

溶窝拔晓懊挨又没枨溟佮饿閾蛋滔26&卧当罰ν拔晓旧窝鹅荡佮<宝饿舁縷囡ν

Prices are in RMB and subject to 15% service charge. Prices are subject to change without prior notice.

溶窝拔晓懊挨又没枨溟佮饿閾蛋滔26&卧当罰ν拔晓旧窝鹅荡佮<宝饿舁縷囡ν

Prices are in RMB and subject to 15% service charge. Prices are subject to change without prior notice.



偻圜朊樸深送!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HOT STONE BACK MASSAGE                      

懲羮珕硰艊镾㳝蓴菑撾慍揦鑨㯵䯖醿㓦踎醔艊鐍鐉䯖㚯㦳鉢峈侟妕ゎ䯖㪑躐飨㢹姌儂啑慍揦䯖鞐
醿肵俠䯖㚯崯峈侟鉢撾、

The focus is on relieving back tension with a hot stone to work on deep-seated tension 
and restore balance to vital energy points.

戀荡深送
SPORTS MASSAGE                      

RMB 780
90鰓㾮 / Minutes

RMB 680
60鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

RMB 660
60鰓㾮 / Minutes

RMB 450
30鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

㳕羮緤鉚™酛慍揦忲熴䯖晼桹撾剴魑鳏敡椡䯖茻扟慘羮鲋獿嗃鐍鐉鄩鄬䯖惛輩鐍鐉郻醎䯖醿㓦羾
㫜誤啂靪艊鐍鐉踎媑嶗醭㬎䯖釣㫧㦳鉢孉粶䯖亱媰鐍鐉䋸屟倀謙㪇㲆脙、

This vigorous yet relaxing remedy uses classic Swedish massage strokes and works 
deep into the muscles to stretch the fibres and release tension that may otherwise 
cause restricted movement and pain. This treatment encourages body circulation, 
improves flexibility and relieves sore or pulled muscles.

铌铳苄朊樸深送!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HERBAL POUCH BACK MASSAGE                      

馾駳藥硰旂镾鞐嗴崯艊艊鑨㯵鐍鐉䯖捵㱚箏竑艊馾梪䒮炣赗熌慍揦䯖踵㦳鉢夃棾儕㳛巃呭鲶糴䯖
嬱飨呝瑪敡椡、

A heated compress herbal pouch invites you to ease your back muscles before you 
select your preferred essential oil. Relaxation comes from the harmonious balance of 
both scent and touch.

U霓深送!
CHINESE MASSAGE                      

RMB 720
90鰓㾮 / Minutes

RMB 600
60鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

RMB 650
60鰓㾮 / Minutes

RMB 400
30鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

㳕羮詁鍈艊慇紙慍揦恖梮䯖飨㪇惤嶗惛輩㦳鉢棾書発鄽酖鄽酖嶗裬瀕、飨恇澐躐熴聥鄽牆炚䯖魑
㦳宆嫓鲋妕䉪敡椡䯖㜉頺鳏鉢䅄䅃妕ゎ、

Using finger pressure, tapping and stretching to stimulate the channels and 
acupressure points, this ancient massage art combines both invigorating techniques 
to expel stagnant qi and activate flow, with sedative techniques to calm and relax, 
restoring a proper balance of yin and yang to the body.

溶窝拔晓懊挨又没枨溟佮饿閾蛋滔26&卧当罰ν拔晓旧窝鹅荡佮<宝饿舁縷囡ν

Prices are in RMB and subject to 15% service charge. Prices are subject to change without prior notice.

溶窝拔晓懊挨又没枨溟佮饿閾蛋滔26&卧当罰ν拔晓旧窝鹅荡佮<宝饿舁縷囡ν
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眦碸瓏μ氘μ朊樸深送
AROMA NECK SHOULDER BACK MASSAGE           

RMB 620
60鰓㾮 / Minutes

RMB 380
30鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

㫥潎悜絔飨䎚㯵。鐻㯵嶗鑨㯵踵㳛宆䯖豕踵醿㓦鐍鐉㲆脙鍖㛄㚧䯖䇗跤嘜悜㫥鲢瀯暀恔糴㳛紙艊
踎媑㯵瀕、獿嗃艊慍揦桹錫牆誤饅頺嶗敡椡鐍鐉䯖亱媰瞝牆屟䯖敘櫞鉢嫮䯖獿姪鞐醿肵俠嶗胋脙䯖
竑時㬎諦䂏梕鼯橉徏羠牆逫宼艊鳏佖、

Zoning in on the neck, shoulders and back area, this treatment concentrates on those 
overworked areas of the body that store the most stress related tension. Deep pressure 
massage works to release all the knots and muscle spasms to facilitate better mobility, 
improve posture and provide immense relief from pain and fatigue. A must for the busy 
executive or those who are time challenged.

關樸深送!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
FOOT MASSAGE                          

RMB 580
60鰓㾮 / Minutes

RMB 350
30鰓㾮 / Minutes

  
  

劲瓏氘深送!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HEAD NECK SHOULDER MASSAGE

㫥潎鏅磍鲋俧㯵。鐻㯵。䎚㯵鄽酖嶗裬瀕艊慍揦䯖镾鞐醿蜶鄽䯖㚯屒酻嬱飨慘穻贖躐廆、詵飨醿
㓦俧脙䯖㬎諦羮閠㫓姪嶗墡慘踎媑鳏佖、

Clear your mind of incessant thoughts as tension build up is gradually released by 
massaging meridian points on the scalp, shoulders and neck. An instant relief for 
headache sufferers, office executives, or those that expend a lot of mental energy.

RMB 320
30鰓㾮 / Minutes

  

儂啑聴熴曧燍㳛鲋㢹㯵儂啑砎醮㫪扟㦳鉢諤跣㯵瀕艊裬瀕慍揦聴熴、㫥潎豕趵艊㢹㯵慍揦詵飨醿
㓦踎媑嶗紙撾䯖亱媰㦳鉢諤跣㯵瀕艊孉粶䯖懲鳏鉢㫊勢靕磢妕ゎ艊笶尓、

Reflexology focuses on the pressure points on the feet that are connected to other 
parts of your body. This specialized foot massage facilitates the relief of stress and 
tension, helping to improve circulation and foster a restoration of the body's natural 
state of equilibrium.

溶窝拔晓懊挨又没枨溟佮饿閾蛋滔26&卧当罰ν拔晓旧窝鹅荡佮<宝饿舁縷囡ν

Prices are in RMB and subject to 15% service charge. Prices are subject to change without prior notice.

溶窝拔晓懊挨又没枨溟佮饿閾蛋滔26&卧当罰ν拔晓旧窝鹅荡佮<宝饿舁縷囡ν

Prices are in RMB and subject to 15% service charge. Prices are subject to change without prior notice.



瀨樸杀芤
GBDJBM!UIFSBQZ

净叠婺祆瀨樸杀芤
LUXURY FIRMING FACIAL

宼鲋晈ǹ。墡慘嶗蛼鲮躐蠶䯖時尅耚唻鐍鐱艊礣䎐、㫥潎竑敱䉳㯵悜絔哱塒俍磢悇炶誼雙䯖镾䁗䉪。
鞐醿嶗璹猀崯艊鐍鐱䯖㚯崯咷賂碬僨䯖暺蹉誤鳏、

Give your skin a present to combat your hectic travel, work & social life. This intensive 
facial is rich in natural antioxidants to help calm, soothe and nourish the skin, restoring 
vitality and leaving your skin radiant.

眦碸瀨樸杀芤
AROMATHERAPY FACIAL

RMB 680
60鰓㾮 / Minutes  

彿髦竑時踵崯赗宆㜉㱚錨桹峈侟鐍鐱妕ゎ艊媰敱赗熌鄩諦䯖妛㪑飨鞐㬎艊䉳㯵慍揦、晹㛀崯嘄駁
蟢鐱㠮䯖㫥潎竑濇悜絔㰊镾釣㫧鐍鐱㳘敡靕㦳镾㳝䯖㫊靧獿嗃敡椡、

A personalized facial where pure essential oils are chosen and blended for their 
unparalleled ability to restore healthy balanced skin, whatever your skin type or 
problem. A specialized signature massage promotes deep relaxation. This is a facial 
that delivers true wellbeing.

语传朕段瀨樸杀芤
HYDROGEL FACIAL

澑潎䉳㯵悜絔竑時踵彾祾鐍鐱忞㛄㚧䯖詵飨桹敱䅂澏嶗謙醿鄫鄚艊鲲羠、鲲閔哱塒䗮媰姪艊镵囑
鼶艀倀㬛暺㠮㲆䯖夎錫詛䅵芛鄚䯖璹猀鐍鐱倀婜醿芕鐱鍈誼、

Especially designed for mature skin, this facial helps prevent and reduce wrinkles. The 
high concentration of collagen and hyaluronic acid can remove wrinkles and nourish 
the skin, slowing the aging process.

植鳞只喳瀨樸杀芤!
DEEP CLEANSING FACIAL

RMB 660
60鰓㾮 / Minutes  

RMB 680
60鰓㾮 / Minutes  

澑潎䉳㯵悜絔鮪獿嗃玜燳艊讜暚魑鐍鐱桖鎢玜昦靕磢。踎靪晹脇、

This deep cleansing facial freshens and compacts with masks designed to target 
delicate complexions, as well as oily, depleted and impure skin.

RMB 660
60鰓㾮 / Minutes  

溶窝拔晓懊挨又没枨溟佮饿閾蛋滔26&卧当罰ν拔晓旧窝鹅荡佮<宝饿舁縷囡ν
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蟯溃屣叠瀨樸杀芤
LUXURY CAVIAR FACAIL

㫥潎䉳㯵悜絔酁諦鑫䎈啱艊悇ヮ鍈彾麋䯖敱楇朄魳、髼僉䞘厸赗雲。糪紒嶗鄌俍磢歓窹彾鰓䯖镾
侽釣㫧鐍鐱桹炶囁煢䯖亱媰媯屟䯖悋妕鄫鄚䯖悿嬿踕侳鄡忞㬬彾艊藹咥䯖懲鐍鐱桖㓄䒆瓕踎靪䯖
賂燯誤鳏、

Our most results-driven facial that unites anti-ageing performance with absolute luxury. 
Unique ingredients of caviar, pearl and a natural plant derivative to botox help improve 
elasticity, increase oxygenation, counteract sun damage and deliver intense hydration 
to provide smoother and radiant skin.

巒讨瀨樸杀芤!
EXPRESS FACIAL

RMB 580
45鰓㾮 / Minutes  

暚醭彿鲂䯖漲鞣嶎墮慁酘長炚頥嶗桭偡笶尓䯖㫥潎㬫敱䉳㯵悜絔誆䈑 45鰓㾮䯖塒燳鐱。䉳雝。
穨鐱嶗猀鐱訵澒䖺䯖㚯崯咷賂碬僨䯖㫚扟昦酽俍、

Sometimes we just don't have time, but we want to look our best. This mini facial 
incorporates skin cleansing, mask, toning up and moisturizing. Beautify yourself in 45 
Minutess. Get ready to face the day!

RMB 780
90鰓㾮 / Minutes  

喾樸憋诫杀芤
EYE REVITALIZATION 

㫥潎悜絔㾗唻䉳㯵桭敽巃艊菋㯵嶼╪䯖玜昦榠嶗䯖曧狆䅵肵俠艊椥長㬕愞䯖㚯菋囈鐍鐱峈侟媯屟䯖
狆䅵鄫鄚、

+ 挠髫=吃滥瀨樸杀芤反推被菅

For the most sensitive area of the face our Eye Revitalization helps to hydrate and 
nourish the delicate eye contours. Fresh and soothing, this treatment is an excellent 
anti-fatigue decongestant that rejuvenates your expression and restores its sparkle.
*Our recommendation is to do this together with a facial treatment.

RMB 280
30鰓㾮 / Minutes  

溶窝拔晓懊挨又没枨溟佮饿閾蛋滔26&卧当罰ν拔晓旧窝鹅荡佮<宝饿舁縷囡ν

Prices are in RMB and subject to 15% service charge. Prices are subject to change without prior notice.
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肉樸殓葳!!!
MANICURE   

悜絔倀銊誼崯艊儕忲䯖藥愥販燙ィ芕䯖飨倀桬慇翀販矇。悎賂䯖犻惃驘猀翀熌䯖魑謾榠㩻赗靪䯖
賂嫷俵茩、

A classic manicure where we will groom cuticles and your hands, shape your nails. A 
brilliant varnish or a nail buffing completing the session.

RMB 220
60鰓㾮 / Minutes  

關樸殓葳
PEDICURE

銊誼儕忲躐蠶醭宻嘜悜儕㢹䯖桬閳㣄詛䅵澰芕妛販澐閳㣄翀䯖桭謚樰懪崯艊䈑烢踵閳慇翀悎賂徏
犻惃翀熌䯖㚯崯艊儕㢹桖朄銊尓、

Treat your hands and feet to some intensive pampering, shape your nails and finish with 
your choice of a natural buff or polish of your choice. Your feet will look and feel great.

RMB 260
60鰓㾮 / Minutes  

召梟砦
POLISH CHANGE

樰懪崯艊䈑烢犻慇翀䎯頥、

Nail color polish available on request.

RMB 150
30鰓㾮 / Minutes  

嚦蛋縹唪
ADDITIONAL SERVICES

商樘
QI CUPPING 

㬦㫓㠥紙懲鈪煢䅔鲋鉢ィ䯖䖇懲鉢廟瑍炚倀哹炚㬛㫓芕鐱鄩鄬玸㬛㳘敡䯖鞲鍖㬦鄽牆酖倀戹䅵㮷
炚䯖㚯崯ǔ炚媰擊䯖赗蜶艁縛、

This treatment uses heat and suction to help improve blood circulation which in return 
helps to balance your inner chi energy.

RMB 280
30鰓㾮 / Minutes  

餞褒猗帷
BODY SCRUBS     

鐍鐱鄫钄艊昦䅘魍㜨曧酽蟢靕磢艊羠絔㫓蠿䯖醭㫓䆠菑妘䪫艊亱䂏䯖魍㜨謙幆䯖鐍鐱玪俢囑桹賂
燯倀媯屟䯖朄嬱䨖闐妔秪、㓕㠮悜絔曧鎢㬫鐍鐱俍磢鄫钄昦䅘魍㜨艊桭長昷橉䯖㬦㫓書発獃墴跀
酛艊ǔ猐孉粶䯖啔炶炚嶗鬫門彾麋㪟㬍勢鐍鐱艊ィ嗃䯖讜暚夎錫㦳鉢戹熱諤蟢瀴踃、桹㓇嬣艊㫧
ǹ㓕㠮虤蔆悜絔䯖詵飨䗮敱鰱䅂澏淍芕粷㝧䯖懲鐍鐱螻侟賂瓁榠銊䯖嗴粷驘鲻賂燯、

栾钺猗帷 0照咤猗帷 0芾芷逵遒猗帷 0偻孟语瞎猗帷

The process of skin cell renewal is one that occurs naturally, yet this process slows down as 
we age leading to dull-looking, lifeless and dry skin. Exfoliation is an optimal treatment that 
accelerates the natural skin cell renewal process, stimulates the blood and its circulation 
through the lymphatic system, bringing oxygen and nutrition to the surface of the skin while 
assisting the body to flush away toxins. If performed on a regular basis, exfoliation can be 
highly effective in the treatment of cellulite ensuring soft, and smooth shiny skin. 
Green Tea Scrub / Sea Salt Scrub / Pearl Rice powder Scrub / Tropical Fruit Scrub

RMB 460
45鰓㾮 / Minutes  

褒焓
BODY WRAPS

芕鐱曧㦳鉢桭姟俋艊戹瀴鄩鄬䯖鮪暀夠羠牆跤䯖䏴窹。裶炚。㪜啑嶗誼叧窹閔忞塒艊桹咥廬踃䯖
魑㦳宆糴勢島咥縶羥䯖玪俢羠噯牆撾、㫥潎豕踵玜䅵瀴踃鍖㛄㚧艊瑪㦳⻮鉢悜絔䯖㬦㫓鐍鐱灀厽
桹敱鰱戹熱瀴踃䯖讜暚書発孉粶䯖敡椡鐍鐉、悜絔㫤詵讜暚夎錫抲緣嶗鄖㜉鐍鐱䯖謙啨淍芕粷㝧䯖
販侟㩺娭䯖桖朄榠㩻賂瓁、

憋诫褒焓 0市咏褒焓 0专疹褒焓 0秫池褒焓

Our skin is our largest organ of detoxification. As we are exposed to toxins on a daily basis in 
our lives, through the food we eat, the air we breathe, free radicals, chemicals and so on, it 
is vital to rid the body of such harmful elements. Designed to help eliminate circulation and 
soothe the muscles, body wraps can also help to firm and tone the skin, reduce cellulite, 
smooth body contours and make the skin feel sumptuously soft and supple.

Repairing Wrap / Detoxifying Wrap / Hydrating Wrap / Nourishing Wrap

RMB 500
45鰓㾮 / Minutes  

餞褒杀芤
BODY THERAPY

溶窝拔晓懊挨又没枨溟佮饿閾蛋滔26&卧当罰ν拔晓旧窝鹅荡佮<宝饿舁縷囡ν
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语蕨縲囡
HOW TO SPA?

抹…阋哀d盾 tqb侓
飨崯艊菑⺸鞐㬎囑賒踵䒫䯖鮪崯艊豕嘄烐聴倧応廟䯖彿髦啔踵崯抲辭犣ㆫ。惿䊜嶗蟔鳏桖ょ䄄、

What should I wear to the spa?
Wear whatever you feel comfortable in. We will provide you with a robe, slippers and a 
changing area within your private spa room.

剥推煞連挝\繁涝侓!
㛽鮪悜絔婩僔頌 10鰓㾮勢㫊、

When should I arrive for my treatment?
Please arrive 10 minutes prior to your treatment.

娃啡稗窝@挨丁档攘嵫酪挝贝杀芤酮歇侓
㱟姎艊烐聴鄽絔嶗頌詬扟嬜啔鄖錫崯慙㬕㬎諦崯艊悜絔昷橉、

Is there someone to help me to decide on the best treatments for me?
Our spa manager and receptionists will be able to assist you in planning a program to 
suit your needs.

1进f尺佮杀芤窝嚏師噲蹿房侓
崯詵敡宆㬕愞崯輟漜艊麇駁悜絔䯖喼嵔鲶糴、

Is there a limit to the number of spa treatments I should plan in a day?
You can have as many as you like.



旧瞎窝陬淫裁幕塤櫪琵d诞侓
偧楇崯桹䗮ǔ紙。㫓敽。㦳鉢胟脙䯖濈胐徏侐鲋厾梕䯖鮪䎖㚨悜絔頌宍䎍暺薶鶯蓜烐聴鄽絔徏曧
烐聴扟嬜、

What if I have special health considerations?
Be sure to notify our spa manager or receptionists before booking your treatments if you 
have high blood pressure, allergies, physical ailments, disabilities, or if you are pregnant.

芤蕨斂惘U攘稗阋哀d侓
鮪㫧ǹ瑪㦳慍揦悜絔暚侸斶誆菑廟⻙、彿髦㚳鄨桹踃艊絔聴壎啔羮灀壂㭻苼賓麇駁煫桹㫧ǹ悜絔
艊㯵瀕䯖暚贖啚㳛崯艊跣鳏䆡蟔棈、偧楇崯桹䈑烢䯖絔聴壎啔酓崯抲辭酽漛屟鄘廟⻙、

What do I wear during my treatment?
Most of the body treatments are enjoyed with underwear. Our therapists are trained to drape 
sheets discreetly over any area of the body not involved in the treatment and to respect your 
privacy at all times. Spa staff will provide you with paper underwear if you prefer. 

二懊醭遇芤蕨美綳涕芤蕨儡呱忐婁惘拇房侓
鮪䎖㚨艊暚瀇廟䯖崯呝瑪詵飨喼嵔鲶糴忞䈑䯖晹㛀曧応䄄珕姪。慍揦撾姪徏曧貊䌄䌄㳝䯖欽桹麇
駁䈑㒄䯖㛽䆠暚鶯蓜彿髦、

Can I ask the therapist to adjust the room comfort levels?
Definitely. This is your time and you should enjoy the experience to the fullest. Whether it is the 
room temperature, massage pressure or the music volume, please do not hesitate to ask.

芷勒磯脛扰旯爾勝陂改琵d诞侓
㛽恦蟔鳏窹閔鉝鲋崯艊咃応、餄蟬忂紒呹䒫䒅頌棾䯖詵鉝鲋崯艊豕嘄烐聴倧応廟、

What about my jewelry and valuables?
Please leave these personal items in your room safe. If you happen to bring your jewelry 
to the spa you can put in your private spa room.

繯魍杀芤范佮臨簇琵d诞侓
㫫勢岪尵＝謙啨崯艊悜絔暚䄄、偧楇躐謚墱桹謾骼咃忊䎖㚨䯖崯艊悜絔暚䄄啔晹熴婜㫫䯖䈑㒄豈
暚酁棴䯥偧楇煫桹謾骼咃鳏䎖㚨悜絔 ,崯艊悜絔暚䄄詵飨䎌婜茻澏呝彾瑪倧悜絔、

What if I am late for my appointment?
Unfortunately arriving late will decrease the time of your treatment. Your treatment must 
end on time so that the next treatment is not delayed. If there are no other guests booked 
for a treatment, then your treatment will last for full duration.

旧瞎攘潜蛾哲繯魍琵d诞侓
崯忞㬕愞艊悜絔曧豕踵崯墮翽艊、餄㒄僉狆䎖㚨䯖烏㛽靧啨抲頌 2啢暚㬦蓜䯖飨鋁敆髀雜麽 50%
艊㠿羮、

What if I need to cancel my spa treatment?
The treatments you select are especially reserved for you. To avoid a 50% cancellation 
fee, please cancel your treatment at least two hours prior to its commencement.  

旧剥烫盎攘呱语蕨罰菅侓
彿髦扟糴粷㳟䯒鳢䅡鳏炓壆䯓嶗踽㒄惡羮則、崯雩詵飨啔烐聴㠿羮㚶勢崯艊応壜醢、

How can I pay for my treatments?
We accept cash (local currency only) and all major credit cards. You also can charge 
to your room account.

语蕨懿礁蔑灄昙逃檄ν\ā凉勝吃肮纈磊呱怦挨阊蓯佮嵫便烂灄忐婁呱迂愚佮鎊<醭
氛倥A逞堝歧呱肉伍ν
The spa environment is an area of tranquility and relaxation. Please respect the peacefulness 
and privacy of other spa guests by not smoking and turning off your mobile phone.
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